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About the cover photo
Lighting is always one of my biggest considerations when
shooting macro subjects. A trick I’ve found is to treat macro
subjects such as insects and reptiles as if I were shooting
a portrait in a studio. In the same way that we talk about
hair lights, short lighting, gobos and such, we should consider
the macro subject as if it too were sitting in a studio with
all the lights and light modifiers that we would use there.
As such, this image was created with a single strobe held
up to camera left (curtesy of a willing student), almost as
a profile light. Because the
homemade softbox was larger
than the Chameleon, it created
a wrap around lighting effect,
as well as an interesting
catch-light in the chameleon’s
eye. The shot was taken
at night so the background
clipped black as a result.
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About the photo
Ordinarily, when creating a landscape image the idea
is to have a recognisable foreground, middleground and
background elements to create a sense of depth through
‘depth markers’. In this instance the reflection of the image
and the actual sun itself were important enough to me that
I felt that a strong foreground would actually diminish the
relationship between the snow covered hills and the sun
in the upper left corner.
In order to balance the
exposure between the sun
and the reflected water I
had to stack a 3 stop soft
grad as well as 2 stop hard
grad along with a circular
polarizer in front of the lens.
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Introduction
Two years ago I started writing a monthly piece on photography.
I was quite surprised at how popular the piece became with
requests from numerous readers for article pieces as well as a
rapidly growing list of subscribers. The pieces are meant to be
thought provoking, but most importantly to be somewhat different
to the usual technique articles that abound on the internet.
Rather, I hoped to get photographers to think a little more
before pressing the button. In other words, to create what David
Ward calls, the thinking photographer (from his book, ‘The Inner
Landscape’).
Some of the pieces collected in this book have been published
before on the internet through my blog. Most, however, have
only been read by subscribers to whom the monthly ‘Photo
Writing’ is emailed. Most of the pieces have been adjusted
or adapted from their original text. One piece in particular,
‘Photographing the Other and Making the Unknown Familiar’, has
never been published before (it was originally written on request
for ‘Visual Anthropology’ online magazine, but for some or other
reason never made it to publication). In addition to some new
written material this book contains explanation and descriptions
of the images that have been published in the monthly Photo
Writings as well as a few new images.
Readers of the monthly ‘Photo Writing’ will have come to
recognise the eclectic range of topics that are covered. They
are all applicable to photography in general, but range from
technique pieces through to musing on image aesthetics and the
basic concept of improving our photographic vision. The pages
ahead continue this trend, making dipping into sections easier as
there is no particular thread to the flow of pieces. There isn’t
even a chronological thread as I’ve opted to almost randomly
place the pieces in the particular order that you read (there is
some method to my madness and the ensuing pages are not
left in complete chaos).

Unlike technique books this tends towards being quite thin on
the actual specifics of the image. I don’t recite the shutter
speed, aperture and ISO of every image. Where I believe that
a particular setting was important for the creation of the image,
then I’ll explain it’s use. I’ll leave the technical specifics of each
and every image to another book at another time.
The reason for my avoidance of the technical particulars is down
to some advice that a mentor of mine, Monty Cooper, tried probably unsuccessfully - to drill into me (something that I write
about in ‘Finding Flow’). This is that we need to sometimes let
go of the technical in order to be absorbed by the aesthetic.
If we spend too much time worrying about the shutter speeds,
apertures and whether we have exactly the right stance for our
tripods, we begin to create images that are potentially formulaic,
static and uninspiring.
I cannot say that I have succeeded in following Monty’s advice.
But I try. The technical aspects, as important as they are, are
really only the notes and bars with which we communicate in
light. Symphonies arise when the musician transcends the mere
coordinating of sounds. So yes, the notes are important, but
it is what we do with them that makes music that is worth
listening to. These pieces then are my small attempt to get
photographers to hone their eyes and their thoughts toward
creating images that are worth looking at.

Chasing the Light
I tend to have two modes of shooting - chasing the light
and waiting for the light (try and guess which one the
opposing image falls under). The well-known British landscape
photographer David Noton uses the latter to describe his style
of shooting and I’ve heard the former countless times from
colleagues, students and other photographic writers.
The first describes the energetic rush (some might argue closer
to a panicked rush) to get into the location, frame the shot
and expose before the precious seconds of incredible light burn
into the harsh directional light of day (or disappear into the
dingy murk of night). It involves frantic compositional searches,
which are far too brief, rough exposure calculations and plenty
of praying to the photographic gods that the light will hold for
just a second longer. Of course it is often accompanied by lost
lens-caps, memory cards, forgotten filters and lenses (in the
haste to get into location, pinched fingers from folding tripods,
and so on and so forth).
The latter is somewhat more sedate. It requires previsualisation
and plenty of time to set up and, literally, wait for the light.
Often the photographer has scouted the location well in advance
and has returned for the light, knowing full well the equipment
she will need as well as the type of technique that will be used
to capture the image.
Writers in books, magazines and on the web will always place
waiting for the light over chasing the light. The reality, though,
is that most photographers end up chasing rather than waiting.
That includes the very photographers who write about the merits
of waiting for the light. I feel that there is actually something to
be said for both. Going through images taken over a six month
period, I found a fairly even split between my chasing images
and my waiting images. What was very obvious was that all
my chasing images were shot while I was with students while

my waiting images were captured when I was on my own. The
image at the beginning of this piece was a chaser incidentally.
It was created during a workshop in the Drakensberg. We were
all waiting to go to dinner when suddenly the storm began to
develop in the distance. A mad rush by all of us to get to the
cliff-edge near the lodge resulted in this photo.
Of course waiting for the light is ideal. But, to paraphrase
something that Ansel Adams supposedly said: if you wait here
too long, you might end up missing something that’s happening
elsewhere. So, as in all things it’s a balance that should be
sought after. Waiting for the light is a wonderful exercise in
contemplative and often richly interpretive images. The reality
is that we often don’t have the luxury of time as the light
inexorably changes and we find ourselves yet again chasing.
(Originally in April 2010 edition)
About the photo
Star Trail photography often results in dramatic imagery.
Using a combination of multiple exposure and long exposures
I was able to capture both the distant lightning strikes as well
as the movement of the stars with the approaching clouds in
front of them. I was only able to capture two images before
the approaching clouds all but obliterated the sky. In fact the
second frame (both were about 5 minutes in duration) only
really gave me a little more
detail in the lightning.
The image itself was created
just before dinner at Witsieshoek
Mountain Lodge in the
Drakensberg on a workshop that
I was running there.

